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ABSTRACT

The long-standing scientific quest of real-time tracing electronic motion and dynamics in all states of matter has been remarkably benefited
by the development of intense laser-based pulsed sources with a temporal resolution in the attosecond [1 attosecond = 10−18 s] time scale.
Nowadays, attosecond pulses are routinely produced in laboratories by the synthesis of the frequency components of broadband coherent
extreme ultraviolet (XUV) radiation generated by the interaction of matter with intense femtosecond (fs) pulses. Attosecond pulse metrology
aims at the accurate and complete determination of the temporal and phase characteristics of attosecond pulses and is one of the most innovative challenges in the broad field of ultrashort pulse metrology. For more than two decades since coherent high-brilliance broadband XUV
sources have become available, fascinating advances in attosecond pulse metrology have led to the development of remarkable techniques for
pulse duration measurements as well as the complete reconstruction of those pulses. Nonetheless, new challenges born from diverse fields call
upon for additional efforts and continuously innovative ideas in the field. In this perspective article, we follow the history of ultrashort pulse
technology tracing attosecond pulse production and characterization approaches, focus on the operation principles of the most commonly
used techniques in the region where they interact with matter, address their limitations, and discuss future prospects as well as endeavors of
the field to encounter contemporary scientific progress.
© 2019 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5086773., s

I. HISTORICAL OVERVIEW
A. Chronoscopy of ultrashort pulse technology
advances
The complete description of light-matter interaction was
always considered to be one of the most challenging tasks for the
scientific community as it involves the understanding of the coupled
dynamics of the building blocks of matter such as nuclei, electrons,
and photons. The measurement of short time intervals and the perception of the dynamics of the microcosm are largely dependent on
tools used for tracing these dynamics. Such tools are the light pulses
used to trigger and detect, via nonlinear processes, the evolution of
the systems in the microcosm. The need for finer time resolution
and the quest for higher peak power underlie the continuous efforts
toward shorter laser pulses almost since the inception of the laser.
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The historical progress of ultrashort pulse technology is summarized
in Fig. 1.
In the 1960s, the breakthrough of the invention of Continuum Wave (CW) lasers1 meant to change the course of history on
light technology and light–matter interactions. Countless fascinating discoveries and applications are based on the coherent properties of these light sources and their linear interaction with matter.
Almost a decade after the discovery of CW lasers, the development
of nanosecond (ns) pulsed laser sources2 allowed the scientific community to enter the nonlinear light-matter interaction regime. Due
to the low (relative to the Coulomb field of the atomic potential)
electric field of these laser pulses, the interaction can be treated by
the lowest-order perturbation theory. Only with the development
of shorter pulses, picosecond (ps)3 and especially the femtosecond4,5 laser systems [combined with the chirped-pulse amplification
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FIG. 1. Historical progress of the ultrashort pulse technology. EL : laser electric field; Vatom : atomic potential; MPI: multiphoton ionization; REMPI: resonance enhanced
multiphoton ionization; LOPT: lowest-order perturbation theory; SFA: strong field approximation; and EIR : electric field of the infrared (IR) laser at the moment of ionization t i .

(CPA) technology6,7 ] at the end of the 1980s, it became possible
for the scientific community to access ultrafast molecular dynamics in the time domain8 and perform studies beyond the perturbative regime. In this strong-field regime, the system is exposed
to laser electric fields comparable to or stronger than the field
of the atomic potential. The latter had a tremendous impact on
atomic and molecular physics and eventually led to the development of the semiclassical “three-step” model9–11 underlying the generation of high harmonics (HH)12–14 and attosecond science,15–19
which have been recently linked with quantum optical technology20
through the quantum optical description of strongly laser driven
interactions.21–23
B. Attosecond pulse production
Nowadays, subfemtosecond subcycle electric fields can be synthesized using broadband radiation in the visible spectral range24
and attosecond pulses are generated in the XUV spectral range.25,26
Additionally, the recent development of mid-IR few cycle-laser systems led to the generation of coherent soft x-ray radiation27–29 with
the shorter ever measured duration to be ≈43 as.30 Presently, gases
are considered among the most favorable nonlinear media in use for
the production of attosecond pulses in the 20–100 eV XUV photon energy regime, yielding photon fluxes ranging from 107 to 1011
photons/pulse.31–40 The most recent development with respect to
XUV pulse energies is the ≈20 GW XUV beam line constructed
at the Attosecond Science and Technology Laboratory of the
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Foundation of Research and Technology (FORTH)39 which delivers
XUV pulses with ≈6 × 1013 photons/pulse in the spectral region of
20–30 eV.
By focusing intense linearly polarized multicycle femtosecond
driving laser pulses [Fig. 2(a)] on gases, an XUV frequency comb,
consisting of the HH of the driving laser frequency ωL [Fig. 2(b)],
is emitted in the direction of the laser propagation. Under proper
phase matching conditions, the phase locking between the harmonics forms an attosecond pulse train (APT) [Fig. 2(c)]. The overall
duration of the train is limited by the average bandwidth of the
individual harmonics, while the duration of the attosecond pulses
in the train is limited by the full bandwidth of the XUV harmonics
spectrum. Confining the High-Harmonic Generation (HHG) process to occur within a fraction of the cycle of the driving laser
field [Fig. 2(d)] may lead to the production of an Isolated Attosecond Pulse (IAP) and with a continuum spectral power distribution [Fig. 2(e)]. The shortest duration of an IAP is limited by the
bandwidth of the continuum XUV spectrum [Fig. 2(f )]. Examples
of attosecond beam line arrangements can be found in Refs. 25
and 40–48.
C. Repertoire of attosecond pulse
characterization approaches
Despite the tremendous progress in attosecond pulse engineering over the last 20 years, attosecond pulse metrology is still one of
the most challenging research directions. Independent of the high
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FIG. 2. Schematic representation of the attosecond pulse
generation in gas phase media. q is the harmonic order, ωq
is the harmonic frequency, ωL is the laser frequency, TL is
the period of the laser cycle, ωXUV is the carrier frequency of
the XUV pulse, Δωq is the harmonic bandwidth, and ΔωXUV
is the bandwidth of the XUV pulse.

harmonic source used for synthesizing the attosecond pulses, the
difficulty in conducting pulse characterization experiments arises
from the inherently low reflectivity, the high absorption/dispersion
of the XUV optics, and the lack of spectrally flat with instantaneous temporal response materials. These factors make the use
of nonlinear crystals and conventional beam splitters not feasible for experimental implementation, hence preventing the direct
translation in the XUV spectral domain of conventional techniques
employed for temporal characterization of ultrashort pulses in the
visible and near-infrared (IR) spectral regions. However, notable
methods for attosecond pulse characterization have been implemented owing to the continuous scientific advances in both ultrafast
light-matter interaction and engineering in the XUV spectral range.
These methods can be divided into two main categories: those that
are based on cross correlation (CC) and the ones based on nonlinear volume autocorrelation (AC) approaches; both characterize
the attosecond pulses in the region where they interact with matter.
In situ49,50 and Spectral Phase Interferometry for the Direct Electric
Field Reconstruction (SPIDER)51,52 methods have also been developed. The former provides information about the attosecond pulses
at the point of their generation, while the latter utilizes generation of harmonics from two different sources with slightly shifted
central frequency, assuming identical harmonic generation in these
two sources. In addition, a conceptually new all-optical approach
has been recently demonstrated experimentally.53 The method is
stimulated by double-blind holography and is based on the spectral measurement of two unknown XUV-attosecond pulses and their
interference.
The AC approach40,54–56 (which requires high XUV intensities
11
>10 W/cm2 ) relies on the interaction of two parts of the pulse to
be characterized that are considered to be identical and results in a
direct measurement of the pulse duration. The approach was used
for the temporal characterization of attosecond pulses generated
in gases34,54,57,58 and solid-surfaces.59 The same experimental setup
has been employed for XUV-pump-XUV-probe studies of the 1-fs
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electron dynamics of atoms/molecules34,35,60–62 and time delay spectroscopic studies in atoms.63 As has been stated before, the implementation of AC experiments and measurements in the XUV by
means of nonlinear crystals is hindered by the absence of suitable
optics in this spectral region and so far, remains an open challenge.
On the contrary, AC measurements can be accomplished by recording ions or photoelectrons (PEs) induced by two-photon ionization
processes in an appropriate target medium. In this context, several
materials and ionization schemes have been proposed and explored,
such as two-photon ionization of helium,54,64 two-photon abovethreshold ionization (ATI) of helium,55,59,65 two-photon double ionization of helium, and two-photon ATI of argon.65,66 In all cases, ions
or PEs are collected using appropriate ion or electron time-of-flight
(TOF) spectrometers, respectively. A dispersionless Michelson-type
interferometer for AC measurements using two identical replicas of
the XUV pulses has been developed and modeled.67 Due to the high
losses that it introduces to the XUV radiation, it has been used so far
only in the UV spectral region.68–70
In contrast to AC, the CC approaches relax the requirement
of high XUV intensities but they do not provide direct information (in the sense that a second field is needed for the characterization) on the pulse duration. They rely on the reconstruction of the
pulse which occurs after analyzing the data obtained by the interaction of atoms with the superposition of the XUV pulse with an
IR field. These principles have been incorporated in the following
schemes. The Reconstruction of Attosecond Beating By Interference of two-photon Transitions (RABBIT) technique71 (applicable
for APTs) uses the fundamental laser field to create sidebands in
the photoelectron (PE) spectra generated by the XUV harmonics.
The average duration of the pulses within the attosecond pulse
train can be deduced by recording the products of the quantum interference of different two-photon (XUV and IR) ionization
channels. Another technique known as attosecond streak camera
[applicable for isolated attosecond pulses (IAPs) and free-electron
laser (FEL) light sources]72–74 uses the fundamental electric field to
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modulate the energy distribution of the PEs generated by the XUV
photons. This modulation was used to determine the duration of
the IAP72,75,76 and has subsequently also been applied to study
the attosecond dynamics in gases77,78 as well as solids.79 The tool
box of CC approaches also contains a technique named Frequency
Resolved Optical Gating for Complete Reconstruction of Attosecond Bursts (FROG-CRAB) which is applicable for arbitrary attosecond fields80 and a technique named Phase Retrieval by Omega
Oscillation Filtering (PROOF) which is applicable for arbitrary
attosecond fields with bandwidth >70 eV.81 An advanced version
of the RABBIT technique is the so-called RAINBOW RABBIT,82,83
which detects frequency resolved CC interaction products, thus
allowing the study of subtle phenomena not attainable by RABBIT.
In Secs. II–VI, we will review these approaches restricting ourselves
to methods capable of characterizing attosecond pulses generated by
a single source and detected in the region of their interaction with
matter.
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FIG. 4. Single-shot image of the intensity distribution at the focus of the XUV radiation (which consists of the 11th, 13th, and 15th harmonics of the IR driving field). z
is the propagation axis of the XUV. The image has been obtained by recording the
ion distribution induced by single-photon ionization of argon atoms at the focus of
the XUV beam. Reproduced with permission from Tzallas et al., J. Opt. 20, 24018
(2018). Copyright 2018 IOP Publishing. All rights reserved.

II. AUTOCORRELATION APPROACHES
After a brief introduction in the nonlinear processes employed
in the autocorrelation approaches, we describe the second-order
intensity volume autocorrelation (2-IVAC) approach used for the
temporal characterization of attosecond pulse trains and isolated
pulses. Then, the XUV-FROG applications are discussed as well as
how the XUV-FROG technique is used to retrieve the phase and fully
reconstruct APTs and IAPs, respectively.
A. Nonlinear ionization processes
In order to conduct a 2nd order AC measurement in a gas
medium with confidence, it is of paramount importance to verify
that the two-photon process dominates the gas ionization and hence,
is suitable for second-order AC. First, it should be confirmed that
the focused intensity at the point of interaction with the gas target is adequately high and capable of producing a recordable number of ions or electrons induced by two-photon ionization (Fig. 3).

Therefore, one must make a calculated estimation, under realistic experimental conditions, of the two-XUV-photon nonresonant
ionization yield (Y 2 ) (ions/electrons), and hence the XUV intensity (I XUV ) that would be sufficient to induce such a nonlinear
atomic process. The transition probability rate W 2 and the Y 2
per pulse for a two-photon absorption process are given by W 2
̵ XUV )2 and Y 2 = W 2 τ XUV na V, respectively; na is the
= σ (2) (I XUV /hω
atomic density at the volume V of interaction and σ (2) is the generalized two-photon ionization cross section with values ranging from
10−49 to 10−52 cm4 s. Taking into account typically reached experimental atomic densities of ∼1015 atoms/cm3 and an interaction volume of ∼V = 10−9 cm3 , then a recordable two-photon ionization
yield would require I XUV > 1010 W/cm2 .
Ions and photoelectrons produced by a two-XUV-photon nonresonant84 ionization process have been observed using XUV pulses
in the nano-Joule energy range.54,56,63,85–88 The spatial characteristics
of the XUV beam at the interaction region can be obtained experimentally by means of an Ion Microscope (IM).89–91 Figure 4 shows
an example of the spatial distribution of the XUV radiation at the
focus recorded in a single shot.
Apart from the measurement of the XUV beam spatial characteristics in the interaction region, the IM can also be used in obtaining quantitative information about generalized cross sections in the
linear and nonlinear XUV spectral regions.89,90,92
B. Operation principle of the 2-IVAC

FIG. 3. Two-XUV-photon ionization scheme of an atom A. IP is the ionization
potential of A.
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The 2-IVAC approach was first demonstrated in 200354 using
gas phase harmonics and in 2009 using harmonics emitted from
laser-plasma interactions.59,93 Autocorrelation measurements in
the visible/infrared spectral region are based on the interference
between two cotraveling replicas of the pulse created by a beam
splitter and separated in time by adding the optical path to one of
the arms corresponding to various time delays in their propagation.
However, since no conventional dispersionless beam splitter is available for XUV wavelengths, the two XUV pulses are created using
an XUV wave front splitting device. Such a device is a split spherical mirror where one of the two-halves is fixed and the other is
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FIG. 5. (a) Schematic of the experimental setup of the
second-order XUV volume autocorrelator utilizing the split
mirror configuration. (b) Interaction volume in the case of
using He gas as a two-photon detector. (c) Two-dimensional
(z–y) contour plots showing the snapshots of the calculated
intensity distribution of the harmonic superposition (7th +
9th + 11th + 13th) in the interaction region of the volume
autocorrelator for displacement D = 0, D = λ/4, and D =
λ/2 between the two pulses. (d) Calculated interferometric and intensity volume autocorrelation traces. T is the
period of the IR laser field. In these calculations, the peak
to background ratio of the interferometric trace is ≈2.75:1
with the cycle average resulting in a ratio of ≈2:1.56 However, detailed calculations performed in 200994 for the 5th
harmonic, which have been confirmed experimentally,94,96
have shown that the peak to background ratio and the interferometric and intensity volume autocorrelation ratio are
≈3.4:1 and ≈2.4:1, respectively. (b)–(d) Reprinted with permission from Charalambidis et al., Progress in Ultrafast
Intense Laser Science. Copyright 2009 Springer Nature.
Reprinted with permission Springer Nature.97

on a piezotranslation stage [Fig. 5(a)]. This device provides a solution to the introduction of a variable time delay between the two
pulses not only for pulse duration measurements but also for XUVpump–XUV-probe experiments in atoms and molecules. Using the
nonlinear ionization schemes described in Sec. II A, the autocorrelation trace results in measuring the ionization products (electrons or ions) recorded by a TOF spectrometer as a function of the
delay.
The operation principle of the 2-IVAC relies on the spatial
integration of 2-XUV-photon ionization yield produced in the interaction volume [Fig. 5(b)] by the coherent superposition of the two
XUV pulses created by the XUV wave front divider54,56 (additional
information can be found in Refs. 94 and 95).
For attosecond pulses synthesized from the harmonics 7th, 9th,
11th, and 13th, the field distribution is given by E(D, x, y, z) =
n=13
∑n=7 En (D, x, y, z) (D is the displacement introduced by the delay
stage between the two XUV pulses) at the focal spot of the focusing
element. The projection of the intensity distribution I(D, x, y, z) =
E(D, x, y, z)E∗ (D, x, y, z) on the z-y plane for the particular values of
the displacement D = 0, λ/4, and λ/2 is shown in Fig. 5(c). The beam
profile is an airy distribution in the focus, and for a displacement of
D = λ/2, it is divided into two parts of equal size. It is worth noting that the total energy in the interaction volume remains constant,
and as a result, the splitting of the focal spot would not affect the
measured signal (integrated over the whole interaction volume) in
the case of single photon ionization (linear detector), i.e., the signal
would remain constant at all time delays. In the case of two-photon
ionization (quadratic detector), a modulation in the ionization signal
S(D) ∝ ∭ΔV I 2 (D, x, y, z)dxdydz would occur due to the rearrangement of the local intensity inside the interaction volume. The blue
and red curves in Fig. 5(d) correspond to the calculated two-photon
intensity and interferometric volume autocorrelation, respectively.
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The peak-to-background ratio in the 2nd-order interferometric volume autocorrelation is ≈3.4:1 and in the 2nd-order intensity volume
autocorrelation is ≈2.4:1.94 The attosecond pulse duration τ XUV can
be determined from the measured autocorrelation trace (AC) using
√
the well-known relation valid for Gaussian pulses τXUV = τAC / 2
(where τ AC is the full width at half maximum of the AC trace). At
this point, it should be noted that the measured pulse duration, in
the case of pulse trains, reflects the average duration of the individual
attosecond pulses composing the train.
C. 2-IVAC in attosecond pulse trains and isolated
attosecond pulses
2-IVAC pulse duration measurements of an APT as well as of
an isolated ∼1 fs XUV pulse are shown in Figs. 6(b) and 6(c) and
[Figs. 6(d) and 6(e)], respectively. A common experimental apparatus has been used for both cases, which is drawn in Fig. 6(a). For
the production of the APT, a high-power multicycle femtosecond IR
pulse is focused on a xenon gas jet target. The focusing position of
the driving field was set before the xenon gas jet, a position which
experimentally is considered to be favorable for temporal confinement in the attosecond scale. The latter is attributed to the phase
accumulated by the ejected electrons following a short trajectory
before recombining with the parent ion. A 150 nm-thick indium foil
filter selects the 9th to 15th odd harmonics with the relative field
amplitudes in the interaction region to be 1, 0.4, 0.3, and 0.25 for the
9th, 11th, 13th, and 15th harmonics, respectively. By focusing the
radiation on a helium pulsed gas jet using a split spherical gold mirror of 5 cm focal length, the 2-XUV-photon ionization process was
observed and single-charge helium ions [Fig. 6(b)] were collected
utilizing a μ-metal-shielded time-of-flight (TOF) spectrometer. The
experimental 2-IVAC trace obtained by recording the He+ signal as
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FIG. 6. (a) Experimental setup. (b) 2-XUV-photon ionization scheme of helium using the 9th–15th harmonics passing through indium filter. (c) 2-IVAC trace of an APT
synthesized by the 9th–15th harmonics. Gray dots are the raw data, and the yellow correspond to a 10-point running average. The purple line is a 12-peak sum of Gaussians
fit to the raw data. (d) 2-XUV-photon direct double ionization (TPDDI) scheme of xenon using the broadband coherent continuum XUV radiation (orange filled areas) generated
in a xenon gas jet by means of PG arrangement. In this process, the single XUV photon absorption is passing through an ensemble of autoionizing states (AIS). (e) 2-IVAC
trace. The blue squares are the raw data, and the red line is a Gaussian fit to the raw data. The pulse broadening is a consequence of the appearance of side pulses due to
the unstable carrier-envelope-phase (CEP) of the high-power multicycle laser system. (c) Reprinted with permission from Kruse et al., Phys. Rev. A 82, 021402(R) (2010).
Copyright 2010 American Physical Society. (d) Reprinted with permission from Tzallas et al., Nat. Phys. 7, 781 (2011). Copyright 2009 Springer Nature. (e) Reproduced with
permission from P. Tzallas, E. Skantzakis, and D. Charalambidis, J. Phys. B: At. Mol. Opt. Phys. 45, 074007 (2012). Copyright 2012 IOP Publishing. All rights reserved.

a function of the time delay between the XUV replicas is shown in
Fig. 6(c). The average duration of attosecond pulses within the pulse
train was found to be 660 ± 50 as.98
Volume autocorrelation measurements can be carried out not
only for the characterization of APTs but also for IAPs, which are
more suitable for pump-probe experimental schemes in attosecond time scale. For the setup sketched in Fig. 6(a), IAPs are produced, using a many-cycle laser field, with the Polarization Gating
method (PG), presented in more detail in Refs. 100 and 101. In
this case, the generated XUV spectrum is not a comb, like in APTs,
but rather a continuum or quasi continuum depending on the CEP
variation. Experimental manifestation of the IAP characterization
has been presented in Ref. 34 implementing similar configuration
as described above for the APT. The XUV radiation was spectrally
selected by a 150 nm-thick Sn filter allowing transmission of photon energies centered at ≈19 eV with a bandwidth of ≈10 eV [orange
filled area in Fig. 6(d)]. The generated IAPs are focused by an f/5 cm
split spherical gold mirror on xenon pulsed gas target up, where
up to Xe2+ ions were observed by means of a TOF ion mass spectrometer. Doubly charged ions are produced by a 2-XUV-photon
direct double ionization process (TPDDI) [Fig. 6(d)]. In this excitation pathway, single-XUV-photon absorption occurs in a continuum that is rich in structure by the presence of an ensemble of
autoionizing states (AIS), which are eventually coherently excited.
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The 2-IVAC trace obtained by recording the Xe2+ signal as a function of the delay between the XUV replicas is shown in Fig. 6(e).
For longer delay times, and acting like an XUV-pump-XUV-probe
scheme, information about the wave packet evolution induced by the
atomic coherences can be extracted. The obtained temporal duration
of the XUV pulse was ≈ 1.5+0.2
−0.7 fs. This result is an overestimation
of the actual pulse duration, mainly due to the unstable CEP of the
high-power multicycle driving laser pulses which leads to a double
pulse structure of the generated XUV. The latter effect is exhibited
by the presence of side peaks in the 2nd order AC trace, which due
to the lack of resolution cannot be resolved and thus determined.99
It should be noted that the effect the AIS have in the measured
pulse duration can be safely neglected since the width of the states is
much smaller than the bandwidth of the XUV pulse or equivalently
the measured beating periods are significantly larger than the pulse
duration. A more detailed discussion on this topic can be found in
Refs. 34 and 84.
The first interferometric volume autocorrelation trace of an
APT has been demonstrated in 2006.102 Using a two-XUV-photon
ionization process induced in N2 upon interaction with an APT
which was formed by the 9th–19th harmonics of a driving 40 fs IR
laser pulse. The AC trace was obtained by measuring N+ {resulting from the Coulomb explosion of N2 after absorbing two-XUVphotons [Fig. 7(a)]}, as a function of the delay between the two XUV
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FIG. 7. Left panel: time-of-flight mass spectrum at m/e = 14. (a) Typical spectrum of ions originating from a N2 molecule with two-photon absorption of high-order harmonic fields. (b) Variation of the spectrum by translating the delay between the two pulses of the harmonic fields. Bunches with a period of 1.33 fs and fringes with a
much shorter period reveal the interferometric autocorrelation of the harmonic fields. The color scale of the intensity is shown in the inset. (c) Interferometric autocorrelation trace of the APT resulted from the data analysis of (b) (blue line). The calculated correlation trace is shown as the lower curve (orange line). (d) Autocorrelation
trace of an IAP obtained following the approach used to obtain the trace the APTs. (a)–(c) Reprinted with permission from Nabekawa et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 97,
153904 (2006). Copyright 2006 American Physical Society. (d) reprinted with permission from Takahashi et al., Nat. Commun. 4, 2691 (2013). Copyright 2013 Springer
Nature.

pulses [Fig. 7(b)]. The same approach was used to measure the duration of an IAP in the spectral range around ≈31 eV and a bandwidth
of ≈9 eV.36
D. XUV FROG-type measurements
The work in Ref. 57 presents a mode-resolved autocorrelation
technique applied for the determination of the temporal duration
of attosecond pulses. It introduced the use of the 2-IVAC approach
through 2-XUV-photon above-threshold-ionization (ATI) schemes,

opening up the possibility of extending the applicability of 2-IVAC
to high XUV photon energies and enabling FROG-type103 measurement. It is considered to be the proof-of-principle experiment of the
XUV FROG-type technique. In Ref. 57 isolated XUV pulses with
photon energy ≈28 eV (9th harmonic of a 400 nm driving laser field)
and bandwidth of ≈2 eV have been generated by the interaction of
argon gas phase atoms with ≈8.3 fs driving laser field of carrier photon energy at 3.1 eV. Two optically delayed replicas of the XUV
pulse were focused on helium gas inducing a 2-XUV-photon ATI
ionization [Fig. 8(a)].

FIG. 8. (a) 2-XUV-photon ATI process of He using isolated XUV pulses with central photon energy ≈28 eV and bandwidth of ≈2 eV. The XUV pulses were generated by the
interaction of argon gas with a ≈8.3 fs long driving laser field of carrier photon energy at 3.1 eV. (b) Produced photoelectron spectrum. The ATI peak is shown in red. (c)
Recorded AC trace (black points). The red line shows the Gaussian fit on the raw data. Reprinted with permission from Sekikawa et al., Nature 432, 605 (2004). Copyright
2004 Springer Nature.
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FIG. 9. (a) 2-XUV-photon ATI process of
He using isolated XUV pulses with central photon energy ≈28 eV and bandwidth ≈2 eV. (b) Recorded 2-XUV-photon
ATI photoelectron spectrum. (c) Measured time-frequency map of the spectrum vs time delay between two replica
of the ninth harmonic pulses. (d) Timefrequency map retrieved from (c) by
the iterative Fourier-transform algorithm
with generalized projection. (e) Retrieved
pulse shape and spectral phase distribution. Reprinted with permission from
Kosuge et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 97,
263901 (2006). Copyright 2006 American Physical Society.

The ejected photoelectrons were collected and energy-resolved
by a magnetic bottle photoelectron spectrometer. Figure 8(b) shows
the photoelectron spectrum of two-photon ATI. An autocorrelation
trace having an overall width of ≈4 fs was recorded by measuring
the electron number at each optical delay between the two XUV
pulses [Fig. 8(c)]. A Gaussian fit on the central part of the trace
resulted in an XUV pulse duration of 950 as. A relatively low experimental spectral resolution prevented a FROG-type analysis, but it
sparked additional experimental efforts which proved to be fruitful
soon after.
To our knowledge, the only existing XUV FROG-type measurement of an isolated subfemtosecond XUV pulse is the one reported
in 2006.58 This has been achieved by recording with high energy resolution (∼200 meV) autocorrelation traces of a two-XUV-photon
ATI photoelectron peak. The relevant two-XUV-photon ATI process is drawn in Fig. 9(a), while [Fig. 9(b)] shows the recorded PE
ATI peak. The FROG traces are presented in Figs. 9(c) and 9(d) and
the retrieved XUV pulse in Fig. 9(e). The duration of the retrieved
isolated pulse was found to be 860 as.
In Ref. 57, an experimental technique is introduced for XUV
FROG-type attosecond pulse train characterization, termed PANTHER (Photoelectron Analysis with Nonresonant Two-photonionization for Harmonic Electric-field Reconstruction). It is a
two-photon volume autocorrelation approach mediating through a
two-XUV-photon ATI scheme (a process treated according to the
lowest-order perturbation theory) in argon gas. By recording autocorrelation traces of energy-resolved ATI photoelectrons, and in
combination with FROG-based considerations analysis, the authors
managed to retrieve the chirp, among the involved harmonic fields
forming the APT, and obtain an upper bound of 450 as for the
temporal duration of the APT.
III. CROSS CORRELATION APPROACHES
The following techniques were proposed and implemented for
the complete, phase and amplitude, characterization of attosecond
pulses, as knowledge of both parameters allows obtaining the full
picture for the temporal intensity distribution of the pulses. They
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are based on the measurement of the photoelectron spectrum produced in gaseous media by their interaction with an XUV attosecond
field in the presence of a copropagating femtosecond IR field, as a
function of the time delay between the XUV and IR pulses.
A. RABBIT
The RABBIT method aims at characterizing an APT in phase
and amplitude. The birth of RABBIT (Reconstruction of Attosecond
Beating By Interference of Two-photon Transitions) is traced back
in 2001 when Paul et al.71 through their groundbreaking experiment
introduced the technique, following the pivotal theoretical work by
Véniard et al. in 1996.104 Since then, the approach has been routinely
employed in the spectral phase characterization of harmonics and
the resulting attosecond pulses (Refs. 105–111).
1. Operation principle of RABBIT
The operation principle of RABBIT is based on the recording of
the photoelectron spectrum induced by two-photon two-color ionization (e.g., one-XUV + one-IR photon) of the target medium, e.g.,
a gas phase noble atom, as a function of the time delay between the
XUV attosecond pulse train and the IR fs pulses. A general RABBIT scheme is shown in Fig. 10. If the XUV harmonic comb photon
energy exceeds the atomic ionization potential of the experimental
target, interaction of atoms with the XUV leads to a photoelectron energy spectrum comprising peaks assigned to single-photon
ionization induced by the different harmonic orders of the comb.
The attosecond pulse characteristics will be imprinted onto the produced electron wave packet modified by the ionization cross section and the atomic phase. This property is of particular importance when photoemission dynamics, i.e., atomic delays, are to be
extracted.112–114
Since harmonics are produced at every half optical cycle, the
̵ L being the pho̵ L distance, with hω
peaks are evenly spaced at 2hω
ton energy of the driver laser field. When the second color, usually
a weaker (but sufficiently intense) portion of the IR driver pulse,
is temporally overlapped with the XUV comb then sideband peaks
appear in the photoelectron energy spectrum between the photo̵ L distances
electron peaks solely by the harmonic photons at ±hω
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The average attosecond pulse in the APT can then be reconstructed
by the relative harmonic spectral amplitudes, An , obtained by the
XUV spectrum, and the interharmonic phases retrieved by the time
delay graph. Finally, the average intensity profile I avg of the attosecond pulse in the APT is calculated by the sum of the individual
harmonic fields,
2

Iavg (t) = ∣∑ An e−inωL t−iφn ∣ ,

(2)

n

FIG. 10. Ionization scheme of RABBIT. Two-color two-photon ionization of an atom
with a ground state |g⟩, by an XUV frequency-comb with a harmonic spacing of
̵ L and a synchronized probe field of angular frequency ωL . In the presence of
2hω
the probe field, two pathways lead to the formation of sidebands (here, q denotes
the sideband order) as depicted in the photoelectron energy spectrum.

from the peaks. Sidebands stem from two-photon two-color ionization, namely, one-XUV photon and absorption or emission of an
additional IR photon (Fig. 10).
These continuum states are not excited in the absence of the IR
field, a beneficial condition as the measurement can be performed
essentially background free. Provided that the IR intensity is weak
enough so no multiphoton ionization of the target due to IR occurs,
and only one IR photon may be absorbed or emitted,71 then there are
two possible pathways, i.e., two consecutive harmonics, contributing to each sideband. As the temporal delay between the XUV and
IR pulses is varied, the amplitude S of these sidebands exhibits a
periodical modulation due to the phase difference between adjacent
harmonics,71
Sq (τ) ∝ cos(2ωL τ + Δφq+1,q−1 + Δφat
q ),

(1)

where q is the order of the sideband, ωL is the carrier wave frequency, τ is the XUV-IR time delay, Δφq+1,q−1 = φq+1 − φq−1 is the
phase difference between q + 1 and q − 1 harmonics, and Δφat
q is
the intrinsic phase difference due to the ionization process itself for
the qth sideband.104 Δφat
q is usually negligible compared to Δφq+1,q−1
but can either be calculated or measured.115–119 The phase between
harmonics Δφq+1,q−1 can be determined by the Fourier transform
of the periodical modulation of Sq as a function of τ. The XUV
spectrum is measured by blocking the IR beam, taking into account
the ionization cross section σ n of the gas target, where n is the
harmonic order (i.e., related to the sideband order q by q = n + 1).
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where φn = ∑ Δφq+1,q−1 is the obtained spectral phase distribution
for harmonic order n, with n spanning the XUV comb forming the
APT. The FWHM of the intensity profile I avg (t) gives the temporal
duration of the attosecond pulse.
In the advanced version of RAINBOW RABBIT,82,83 the measured signal of the sidebands is not energy integrated, thus allowing
us to follow signal modulations for different spectral components
within the spectral bandwidth of the harmonics. This is not crucial when RABBIT is used for the retrieval of the phase difference
of subsequent harmonics for which the “classical” RABBIT is sufficient. However, it may become important when RABBIT is used for
the measurement of phases related to the structure and dynamics of
the atom, in particular when these phases vary fast within the bandwidth of one harmonic, where the energy integration inherent in the
“classical” RABBIT may lead to a smearing of the phase information. Nevertheless, such measurements go beyond the scope of this
review.
For the sake of comprehensiveness, it should be mentioned that
the RABBIT scheme shown in Fig. 10 is incomplete. Apart from the
channels involving absorption of an XUV photon with subsequent
absorption/emission of an IR photon, there are channels involving
first absorption/emission of an IR photon followed by absorption of
an XUV photon leading to the same final continuum state. Thus,
there are four interfering channels contributing to each sideband
[(ωq + ωL ), (ωq+1 − ωL ), (ωL + ωq ), (−ωL + ωq+1 )]. Usually the last
two [(ωL + ωq ), (−ωL + ωq+1 )] are being considered negligible120 as
they are far detuned from the eigenstates of the system. However,
for the first two channels one-photon absorption, and thus the virtual state of the two-photon ionization process, is in the continuum
and thus with many continuum states above and many continuum
and bound states below the intermediate virtual state. The opposite
sign detuning of these two groups results in two-photon ionization
amplitudes with opposite sign and thus in partial cancelation. In the
two last channels, all allowed excited states (bound and continuum)
are above the intermediate virtual state. Despite far detuned from the
eigenstates of the atom, all detunings have the same sign and thus
no cancelation is occurring. For the two first channels, the Cauchy
principal value in the two-photon ionization transition amplitude
together with the contribution of the bound states can be comparable if not smaller than the two-photon transition amplitude in the
two last channels. Nevertheless, the presence of two or four interfering two-photon ionization channels does not affect the retrieval of
the spectral phase distribution as described above.
2. RABBIT in attosecond pulse trains
For the experimental realization of the technique, a multicycle femtosecond intense laser field is used to produce an XUV APT
via high-harmonic generation in a gas medium. A typical setup is
illustrated in Fig. 11.
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In this arrangement, multicycle IR laser pulses, focused on a
Xe gas jet, are used for the XUV harmonic generation. After the Xe
jet, a silicon wafer is placed at Brewster angle reflecting the XUV
radiation while attenuating the IR field. The XUV radiation is appropriately filtered to select plateau harmonics and both XUV and IR
are focused by means of a gold spherical mirror on the target gas
jet. The time delay between the XUV and IR is varied by rotating a plate placed in the common beam line path. The two-color
(XUV+IR) photoelectron spectra are recorded, for all three different
focus positions in the HHG Xe gas jet (focus before jet, on jet, and
after jet), by means of a μ-metal shielded time of a flight electron
spectrometer [Fig. 12(a)]. It shows peaks corresponding to singleXUV (harmonic)-photon ionization and in between them sidebands
corresponding to two-color (XUV+IR) photoionization. Variation
of the XUV-IR time delay results in periodical modulation of the
sideband peaks. The total electron signal modulation is also exhibiting an oscillation period corresponding to one of the fundamentals,
i.e., ∼2.7 fs, as expected. From the RABBIT traces, the relative harmonic phases are retrieved [Fig. 12(b)] and the attosecond pulse
trains are reconstructed [Fig. 12(c)] for all three focus positions.
FIG. 11. Typical RABBIT experimental arrangement. Reproduced with permission
from Kruse et al., Phys. Rev. A 82, 021402(R) (2010). Copyright 2010 American
Physical Society.

B. Attosecond streak camera
RABBIT is a powerful tool of attosecond metrology when dealing with attosecond pulse trains. A different approach has to be

FIG. 12. (a) RABBIT traces at three different positions of the laser focus with respect to the xenon gas jet (focus before jet, focus on jet, and focus after jet) normalized
to the corresponding total signal. The gray dots are the measured data, and the yellow circles correspond to a running average of 15 points and 40 points for the total
signal. The solid purple lines are sinusoidal fits to the raw data over 13 oscillations on the sideband traces and over 6 oscillations on the total signal. (b) Phases of the
consecutive harmonics obtained by the RABBIT traces. (c) Reconstructed APTs. Reprinted with permission from Kruse et al., Phys. Rev. A 82, 021402(R) (2010). Copyright
2010 American Physical Society.
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followed when an isolated attosecond pulse (IAP) comes into play
mainly because a harmonic continuum is required for the IAP
production. Several different methods for creating IAPs have been
realized up to date including amplitude gating,72,121 ionization gating,57,122 polarization gating,123,124 interferometric polarization gating,100 double optical gating,125 two-color gating,126,127 lighthouse,128
and spatiotemporal gating129 methods. In all cases, full access to the
electric field amplitude and phase of the IAPs is offered by utilizing an experimental technique termed the attosecond streak camera
formulated around the late 1990s130,73,74 and demonstrated experimentally for the first time in 2004.75 Since then, it has been widely
applied for the complete characterization of the isolated attosecond
pulses.
1. Operation principle of the attosecond
streak camera
In a conventional streak camera, the time-varying signal is
transformed into a spatial profile on a detector mapping its spatial change when a time-varied deflection is applied on the signal.
This concept has been extrapolated in the attosecond streak camera
where the role of the time-varied deflection is now being served by a
fast-changing, typically few-cycle, IR field which dresses the electron
pulse production.
The attosecond streak camera, as a cross correlation technique,
relies on the photoionization of a target medium by the XUV IAP
in the presence of a synchronized strong IR pulse. Although the
initial idea of this method is to measure the photoelectron spectra at specific delays (in principle, one delay is enough), where the
laser field streaks the photoelectron energy, and to compare these
spectra to the laser-free photoelectron spectrum, traditionally the
IAP duration is retrieved by recording a streaking trace obtained
by varying the XUV-IR time delay. Both XUV and IR pulses are
considered to possess the same linear polarization. The measured
electron kinetic energy spectrum can be recorded in various streaking detection angles with the most favorable being the one parallel
to the laser polarization axis. Several assumptions are in order,130
(i) the product of the XUV single photon ionization in the form of
an electron pulse is an exact replica of the IAP, i.e., unstructured
continuum over the IAP bandwidth, (ii) in the spirit of strong-field
approximation, no strong field modification due to XUV occurs, i.e.,
ground state atoms are promoted directly to the continuum with no
intermediate resonances with excited states, and (iii) the IR streaking intensity, typically realized at around 1011 –1013 W/cm2 , is kept
low to not ionize the atom.
The initial momentum Pi of the released electron with charge
e and mass me when appearing in the√continuum, determined by
̵ XUV −
Einstein’s photoemission law, is Pi = 2me K i , with K i = hω
IP being the initial kinetic energy of the launched electron, where
̵ XUV is the XUV central photon energy of the attosecond isohω
lated pulse and IP is the atomic ionization threshold. The electron’s
motion upon release can be calculated from Newton’s equations of
motion in the presence of the linearly polarized along the propagating z-axis oscillating electric IR field EIR (t). After the end of the
laser pulse, a final modification will be imparted in the electron’s
momentum component parallel to the laser polarization, Δpz (τ),73,74
∞

ΔPz (τ) = −eAIR (τ) = −e ∫

τ

E0 (t)cos(ωIR t + φCE )dt,
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where τ is the photoelectron’s initial time of release, AIR (t) designates the vector potential related to the electric field EIR (t) =
IR (t)
E0 (t) cos(ωIR t+φCE ) by EIR (t) = − ∂A∂t
, and E0 (t) is the IR’s amplitude envelope of finite temporal duration meaning that only electrons being set free during the time duration of the IR pulse are
streaked. Assuming the IR field vanishes for t → ∞ and in the
adiabatic limit E0 ωIR ≫ dE0 /dt, Eq. (3) is written as74
√
eE0 (τ)
ΔPz (τ) =
sin(ωIR τ + φCE ) = 4Up (τ)me sin(ωIR τ + φCE ),
ωIR
(4)
where Up (τ) = e2 E02 (τ)/4me ω2IR is the ponderomotive energy of the
laser field at the time of ionization τ. Given that the initial kinetic
energy is substantially greater than the ponderomotive energy in
order to satisfy K i > 2U p , the released photoelectrons will experience
a drift in their final kinetic energy, K f , as a function of τ,73
Kf (τ) = Ki + 2Up (τ) cos 2θ sin2 (ωIR τ + φCE )
√
+ a 8Up (τ)Ki cos θ sin(ωIR τ + φCE ),

(5)

where θ is the angle of observation measured from the z-axis and a =
{1 − 2(U p /K i ) sin2 ϑ sin2 (ωIR + φCE )}1/2 . Equation (5) shows that the
final kinetic energy drift depends not only on the electron release
time τ but also on the detection angle. For a detection angle perpendicular to the laser polarization, the kinetic energy drift will shift
below K i twice per laser period. When the detection angle is parallel
to the laser polarization then the kinetic energy drift will wiggle up
and down K i as the phase of birth varies from 0 to 2π.73 Assuming
an experimental arrangement such that only photoelectrons emitted parallel to the laser polarization axis are collected (θ = 0○ ) and
̵ XUV − I p ≫ U p (τ) (a requirement that can be relaxed since
that hω
for typical working streaking IR intensities of ∼1013 W/cm2 the ponderomotive energy is of the order of a few tens of millielectron volt
when initial kinetic energies of the released electron are in the range
of several tens of electron volt), then Eq. (5) turns to
√
√
2e2
Ki . (6)
ΔK(τ) ≈ 8Up (τ)Ki sin(ωIR τ + φCE ) = −AIR (τ)
me
Equation (6) implies that the vector potential AIR of the linearly
polarized streaking IR pulse is imprinted in the kinetic energy of
the released electron and it can be mapped, upon varying the release
time τ, into the streaking field. Hence, a streaking measurement (or
spectrogram), which is composed of a series of photoelectron spectra obtained by temporally scanning the isolated attosecond pulse
through the much longer femtosecond pulse, may further be used
for the full characterization of the streaking laser field in the time
domain.44
The temporal characteristics of the attosecond ionizing pulse
can be derived from the photoelectron energy spectrum exploiting
the effect that electron pulses released at different streaking probe
times will exhibit different final spectral widths.75,131 The ionizing pulse will reflect its temporal and time-frequency dependence
(chirp) characteristics on the released electron wave packet. Since
the streaking field varies over the time that photoionization takes
place, the launched photoelectrons, depending on their release time
t, experience different final momenta after the end of the ionizing
pulse has passed. A direct consequence of this streaking effect is that
the photoelectron spectrum will be generally quite different from
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FIG. 13. (a) For unchirped (constant time-frequency evolution) electron pulses ejected at different times, a broadening of the photoelectron momentum distribution, as
compared to the field-free spectrum, is exhibited whenever the release times coincide with a zero-crossing of the vector potential A(t) of the streaking laser field. (b) and (c)
For a positively (negatively) chirped electron pulse, the final momentum distribution is broadened (narrowed) when the electron is probed at a zero-crossing of a negative
(positive) vector potential slope. Figure adapted from Ref. 132.

the streak-field-free one, i.e., when the streaking field is switched
off. At a first approximation, assuming a constant vector potential
within the ionizing pulse duration and an unchirped electron wave
packet, an overall energy shift would be observed in the photoelectron spectrum. This is why the streaking spectrogram reflects the
driver laser pulse shape. However, the vector potential does change
within the ionizing pulse duration. This subtle change is being manifested as a further broadening on the photoelectron energy distribution. A broadening that is more evident when the electron release
time coincides with a zero-crossing of the streaking vector potential,
i.e., local electric field maximum, because in this case photoelectrons acquire opposite direction momentum shifts [Fig. 13(a)]. For
a chirped attosecond pulse, the streaking effect causes a broadening or narrowing of the launched electron’s final energy distribution for adjacent zero-crossings, depending on the slope sign of the
streaking vector potential −e ⋅ A(t) probing the released photoelectron [Figs. 13(b) and 13(c)]. Assuming a positive (negative) chirp,
when the electron wave packet is probed at a zero-crossing of a negative (positive) vector potential slope then the streaked photoelectron
distribution will result in a broader (narrower) final electron energy
distribution.
Based on the above arguments, a retrieval algorithm can be
employed to fully extract the temporal characteristics of the isolated
attosecond pulses. This will be discussed in more detail in Sec. III C.
2. Experimental implementation of attosecond
streak camera
A typical attosecond streak camera experimental arrangement
is sketched in Fig. 14. The XUV generation process is driven by a
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linearly polarized few-cycle IR pulse. Neon gas serves as a suitable
gas target for generating the isolated attosecond XUV pulses with
photon energies in the range of ∼40 eV–150 eV. Both XUV and
IR beams are temporally and spatially overlapped and focused on
a second gas jet placed in the target area. XUV single photon ionization of ground state atoms creates a free electron wave packet with
a kinetic energy K i that is modulated by the presence of the synchronized IR few-cycle field. The final momentum of the released
photoelectron depends strongly on the phase of the streaking IR
electric field oscillation, i.e., the delay between the IR and XUV
pulse. A positive streaking field amplitude accelerates the free electron, whereas negative amplitude leads to deceleration. Both XUV
and IR pulses are considered to possess the same linear polarization, whereas the measured electron kinetic energy spectrum can be
measured in various streaking detection angles with the most favorable being in parallel to the laser polarization axis. The progressive
modification of the kinetic energy of the electron pulse is finally
detected as a function of the time delay between the XUV and IR
pulses.
C. FROG-CRAB
It was demonstrated by Refs. 80 and 133 that the attosecond
streaking spectrogram allowed complete reconstruction of attosecond pulses. The technique termed FROG-CRAB is a descendent of
the known FROG method134 which is widely applied in the spectral
and temporal characterization of ultrashort fs pulses. FROG-type
retrieval algorithms, analyzing the measurement characteristics, can
then be employed to achieve complete temporal characterization
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FIG. 14. Experimental setup arrangement for the attosecond streak camera technique. Figure taken from Ref. 132.

of the isolated attosecond pulses80,121,133,135–138 and attosecond pulse
trains.139,140
A FROG spectrogram, i.e., a 2D data spectrum set acquired as
a function of time delay, is generally expressed as
∞

S(ω, τ) = ∣∫

−∞

2

dtG(t)E(t − τ)eiωt ∣ ,

(7)

where E(t − τ) is the unknown field to be measured and G(t) is
the gating field. For an attosecond laser field, it was derived80 that a
similar formula with Eq. (7) can be obtained. The transition amplitude of exciting a final continuum state ∣v⟩ of electron momentum
v when only the XUV field is present, in the single active electron
approximation, is expressed as133
∞

a(v) = −i ∫

−∞

)t

dtEXUV (t)μvg ei(W+Ip ,

(8)

where EXUV (t) = EXUV (t) ⋅ e−iωXUV t is the description of the ionizing isolated attosecond XUV pulse, with EXUV (t) being the pulse
envelope, μvg = ⟨g∣r∣v⟩ is the dipole matrix element connecting the
ground state wave function ∣g⟩ with the continuum state wave func2
tion ∣v⟩, W = v2 is the final kinetic energy (in atomic units), and
I p is the ionization potential. If a photoelectron experiment could
measure directly α(v) [it measures |α(v)|2 ], then EXUV (t) could be
recovered by a Fourier transform of α(v). Introducing in the picture the streaking IR laser field with vector potential A(t), the free
electron’s instantaneous momentum in the field p(t) = v + A(t),
including the time delay τ between the XUV-IR, in the framework of
the strong field approximation and assuming that the streaking field
effect on the dipole matrix is weak enough to be neglected, Eq. (8) is
rewritten as73,80,133,141
∞

a(p, τ) = −i ∫

−∞
∞

Θ(τ) = − ∫

t

)t

dtEXUV (t − τ)μpg eiΘ(t−τ) ei(W+Ip ,

1
dt ′ [(pA(t ′ ) + A2 (t ′ ))].
2

(9)

The resemblance of Eq. (9) with Eq. (7) becomes obvious by setting G(t − τ) = eiΘ(t −τ ) , signifying that the streaking’s field vector
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potential modulates the emitted photoelectron wave packet as a gate
function of the varying delay τ. With the use of appropriately built
algorithms, complete retrieval of the attosecond pulse envelope EXUV
and the phase Θ(τ) can be achieved.80,135
While FROG-CRAB is now a well-established method to fully
characterize attosecond pulses, its application to few-femtosecond
XUV pulses is not considered trivial. In particular, the associated
narrower bandwidth and the subsequent loss of subcycle resolution
reduce the otherwise rich level of information provided by a FROGCRAB trace. Evolution of the ptychographic technique137 proved
its capacity to also reconstruct XUV few-femtosecond pulses down
to 5 fs.142
1. IAP characterization with FROG-CRAB attosecond
streak camera technique
The XUV broadband continuum generated with the amplitude gating method capable of supporting the isolated attosecond
pulses is presented in Fig. 15(a). It was created by focusing CEPstabilized ∼5 fs NIR pulses centered at 730 nm, on a Ne gas jet.
Figure 15(b) shows an experimental streaking spectrogram acquired
with an XUV pulse energy centered at ∼93 eV ionizing Ne gas
phase atoms.132 Both NIR and XUV copropagate to the experimental chamber of Fig. 14. Spatial separation is achieved by means
of a concentric Zr foil-filter, blocking the IR beam in the center,
and the inner concentric part of a focusing two-component mirror. The reflectivity of the inner mirror is centered at 93 eV with
a 6.5 eV bandwidth. As shown in Fig. 15(b), the dominant contribution comes from photoelectrons stemming from the Ne 2p-cell
single-photon XUV ionization centered around 71 eV, as pointed
by the black solid line, while the black dashed line indicates photoelectrons coming from Ne 2s-cell ionization. In this case, the
collection efficiency of the e-TOF was optimized for final energies around 70 eV. The streaking trace exhibits a low broadening,
while photoelectrons are up- and down-streaked demonstrating a
good interferometric stability. Employing the least squared generalized projection algorithm retrieval algorithm (LSGPA),135 the amplitude and spectral phase of the XUV pulse can be extracted with
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FIG. 15. (a) CEP dependence of the
XUV spectra. From the superimposed
dashed lines with an energy spacing of
2 × 1.6 eV, the central wavelength of
the driving pulse can be estimated to be
729 nm. (b) Experimental streaking trace
for Ne 2p-cell (solid black line) and
2s-cell (black dashed line) ionization.
The right panel shows the photoelectron
spectrum for the delay pointed in (b) with
the red solid line. (c)–(d) LSPGA reconstructed amplitude and spectral phase.
Figures taken from Ref. 132.

the results shown in Figs. 15(c) and 15(d). The inherent positive
attochirp of short trajectories is partially compensated by the Zr
foil filter and the XUV focusing mirror. The retrieved pulse duration is 306 as which is fairly close to the anticipated Fourier-limit of
280 as.132
D. Phase retrieval by omega oscillation
filtering (PROOF)
An alternative to the FROG-CRAB method based on the measurement of photoelectrons spectra generated by the attosecond
pulse to be characterized under the perturbation of an IR electric
field is the Phase Retrieval by Omega Oscillation Filtering (PROOF)
method, which is mainly appropriate for the characterization of

ultrabroadband attosecond pulses in the region of few attosecond.81
Like the RABBIT technique, the IR perturbating dressing field is
expected to be rather weak, so its action on the photoelectron spectra can be treated by means of the lowest-order perturbation theory.
Both RABBIT and PROOF techniques are based on the hypothesis
that only single IR photon paths are involved and contribute to the
signal. It is demonstrated that the photoelectron spectrum, I(ν, τ),
can be expressed as the sum of three terms: I(ν, τ) = Io (v) +
IωL (v, τ) + I2ωL (v, τ) (Fig. 16), where τ is the optical delay introduced
between the XUV and IR fields.
The component I o (v) signifies a term which does not depend
on the delay, whereas the other two terms IωL (v, τ) and I2ωL (v, τ)
oscillating with frequency ωL and 2ωL , respectively, where ωL is the
IR perturbing dressing field’s angular frequency. In particular, the

FIG. 16. Operation principle of PROOF. (a) Photoionization
of electrons from an attosecond pulse to continuum states.
Those continuum states separated by the laser central frequency ωL are coupled by the perturbating IR laser, leading
to the characteristic oscillation of the photoelectron signal
with delay. (b) The amplitude after Fourier transforming the
signal in (a). The amplitude peaks are originating from the
oscillation frequencies of zero (red line), ωL (black line),
and 2ωL (red line). The ωL component is selected by using
a band-pass filter. (c) Inverse Fourier transform of the filtered ωL component of the oscillation gives the spectrogram
presented, from which the spectral phase of the attosecond pulse can be extracted. Reprinted with permission from
Chini et al., Opt. Express 18, 13006 (2010). Copyright 2010
The Optical Society.
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term I o (v) represents the shared probability of one (XUV) photon
and two (XUV+IR) photon absorption which does not have any
dependence on the delay while the terms IωL (v, τ) and I2ωL (v, τ)
outcome from the interferences among the different one- and twophoton channels to a given final state which are oscillated with the
delay τ at the IR perturbating dressing field with laser frequency
ωL and at 2ωL , respectively [Fig. 16(a)]. Since the spectral phase of
the attosecond pulse is imprinted on the photoelectron wavepacket,
the spectral phase of the attosecond field alterations between the
interfering channels is established in the dependence of IωL (v, τ)
on the time delay and can be extracted using a suitable mathematical method where details can be found in Ref. 81. In particular, the operation principle of the PROOF approach is summarized as follows. The atom is excited by the attosecond pulse to
the continuum states in the presence of the IR dressing field. The
energy of the emitted photoelectrons depicts a periodic modulation with delay as is shown in Fig. 16(a). The Fourier transform
of the spectrogram in Fig. 16(a) results in the appearance of peaks
at ωL and 2ωL frequencies [Fig. 16(b)]. By applying a narrow spectrum filter, the ωL component is filtered out from the spectrogram
of Fig. 16(b) and the trace IωL (v, τ) is revealed [Fig. 16(c)] and
used to measure the spectral phase distribution of the attosecond
pulse.
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PROOF was implemented in 2012 for the measurement of the
isolated pulses of duration down to 67 as143 (Fig. 17). The broadband
XUV continuum radiation was generated by the Double Optical
Gating (DOG) technique. The laser system used was delivering at
1 kHz rep. rate, few-cycle CEP stable IR pulses of ≈7 fs duration and
energy 1.4 mJ/pulse. The laser pulses provided by this laser system
were sent through the DOG optics and focused on a Ne-filled gas
cell to produce the isolated attosecond pulses. Figure 17(a) shows
a streaking trace obtained experimentally by ionizing Ne gas with
XUV pulses of photon energy in the range of ∼62 eV. Figures 17(b)
and 17(c) show the IωL (v, τ) and the spectral phase of the attosecond
pulse, respectively.
IV. LIMITATIONS, BOTTLENECKS,
AND POTENTIAL PATHWAYS
A. 2-IVAC
Despite the large applicability of the 2-IVAC approach for the
attosecond pulse characterization, as any experimental technique
suffers from a series of limitations. The first one is associated with
the fundamental principle of any energy not-resolved AC approach.
An AC approach measures the spatiotemporal averages of pulse
durations (in the case of APT provides the average duration of the

FIG. 17. XUV pulse characterization by implementing the PROOF technique. (a) Photoelectron spectrogram obtained experimentally. (b) Filtered IωL (v, τ) from the spectrogram in (a). (c) Photoelectron spectrum obtained experimentally (thick solid line) and retrieved spectra and spectral phases from PROOF (solid line) and FROG-CRAB
(dashed line). (d) Recovered temporal profiles and spectral phases from PROOF (solid line) and FROG-CRAB (dashed line). Reprinted with permission from Zhao et al., Opt.
Lett. 37, 3891 (2012). Copyright 2012 The Optical Society.
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attosecond pulses in the train) and does not allow the full pulse
reconstruction. We note that the attosecond pulse duration retrieved
by an AC trace recorded by measuring ions, is√obtained assuming
Gaussian pulses (using the relation τXUV = τAC / 2), an assumption
which is not required in the case of XUV FROG-type measurements.
Other limitations are
(a)

The response of the nonlinear detector used for the pulse
characterization: As any conventional AC approach, the nonlinear detector should be spectrally flat and with instantaneous response. Because the attosecond pulses are generated
in different spectral regions with a bandwidth of >2 eV, to
find the proper nonlinear detector is an issue far from trivial.
To ensure that the properties of the nonlinear detector fulfill the requirements for attosecond pulse characterization, the
proper nonlinear ionization processes need to be chosen. In
order to estimate the flatness and the temporal response of the
detector, the time-dependent Schrodinger equation (TDSE)
needs to be solved.84
(b) The stability of the XUV source and both the 2-IVAC and
XUV FROG techniques: A 2-IVAC measurement suffers from
the intrinsic limitations that accompany any pump-probe
approach that involves an interferometer (or an XUV-wave
front beam splitter) as a delay line between the XUV pulses. In
a 2-IVAC experiment, the XUV pulse duration is obtained by
multiple shot measurements at different time delays. During
these measurements, instabilities relevant to XUV-IR-laser
parameters [XUV-pulse duration, XUV-intensity, carrierenvelope-phase (CEP) of the IR pulse, etc.] together with the
relatively “low” peak to the background ratio provided in an
ideal spatiotemporal overlap of the two XUV pulses by a 2IVAC trace are limiting the temporal resolution of the measurement which to the best of our knowledge is in the range of
50–100 as. This value can be significantly improved by means
of high rep. rate attosecond beam lines98 or the development
of single-shot XUV autocorrelator.90,144 In addition, a robust
retrieval of the phase-amplitude distributions requires high
shot to shot data stability, which is rather challenging for the
by nature noisy harmonic fields.
(c) The surface quality of the XUV optics: The temporal resolution of all approaches is limited by the wave front distortion
upon reflection of the radiation on XUV optical elements.
Achieving a surface flatness equal to a small fraction of the
wavelength, assuring negligible wave front distortion is a technological challenge of, with photon energy, increasing degree
of complexity and cost.
(d) The finite energy resolution of the spectrometer in XUV
FROG measurements: Such measurements, in addition to the
limitations mentioned above, suffer from the limited photoelectron energy resolution which is associated with resolution
provided by the available electron spectrometers (which is
in the range of ΔE/E = 1%, where E is the electron kinetic
energy), the low PE signal, and the presence of space charge
effects.

B. RABBIT
Although RABBIT has proven itself as a multipurpose method
with a broad range of applications, there are several limits to its
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applicability in attosecond metrology. One is its capacity to only
yield the average pulse shape in a given attosecond pulse train. In
effect, the harmonic amplitude becomes a function of time as each
harmonic field has a lower pulse duration than the fundamental
pulse, with the lower orders in the XUV comb having the longest
duration while the shortest belongs to the harmonics in the other
end. Hence, I avg in Eq. (2) becomes the average of all pulses in the
attosecond pulse train. Varjú et al.116 proposed a method to reconstruct pulse-to-pulse variations by performing the RABBIT measurement at different generation intensities. The method from Ref.
116 was employed in Ref. 145 to access the pulse-to-pulse variations where it was retrieved as a pulse duration which varied from
120 as in the center of the train to 140 as in the FWHM, while a
pulse duration of 190 as was found at the FWTM (full-width at tenth
maximum).
Measurement of average phases results in another limitation
of the RABBIT approach as it was pointed out in Ref. 98 through
a comparative study between 2-IVAC and RABBIT. There it was
revealed as an underestimation of the APT duration when measured with the RABBIT method which was attributed to contribution effects of short and long electron trajectories in the HHG process. Overall, the findings of that first comparative study between
2-IVAC and RABBIT98 revealed that the latter will retrieve the temporal profile of the attosecond pulse train reliably only when only
one electron trajectory contributes to the wave form, particularly the
short one. Elimination of the long trajectory may prove a challenging
experimental requirement to relax, particularly when plateau harmonics are involved like in the case of RABBIT and APTs. Toward
this direction, the use of relatively short focal length and filtering
stages may be adapted to prevent the long trajectories enter the
interaction region.
Another challenge in the RABBIT technique arises from the
experimental necessity to keep the intensity of the dressing IR
probe pulse sufficiently low in order to only act on the process as
a perturbation. The validity of RABBIT will begin to break down
when higher IR field intensities are involved and multiple IR photon absorption may occur, resulting in terms oscillating at higher
odd and even multiples of the fundamental frequency, leading to
different additional phases for a given single final state component and eventually prevent a reliable extraction of the harmonic
spectral phase differences. However, such higher modulation frequencies may become useful so as to attain an unperturbed measurement for the harmonic chirp rate.146 Furthermore, a newly
developed data analysis approach termed mixed-FROG147 is able
to retrieve with greater precision the profile and pulse characteristics in a RABBIT measurement by disentangling coherent and
incoherent contributions. A more recent discussion on the accuracy and precision of RABBIT measurements can be found in
Ref. 148.
C. Attosecond streak camera and FROG-CRAB
Attempts on reaching shorter isolated attosecond pulse durations necessitate a broader XUV spectrum. Thus, the attosecond
streak camera measurement is limited by definition of a reduced
spectral resolution since the bandwidth of an IAP would be directly
translated to the photoelectron energy bandwidth. The precise value
of the temporal resolution of the streak camera shall be depended
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on the experimental parameters such as spectrometer resolution and
signal-to-noise ratio. A reasonable, though, order of magnitude estimation for the time resolution limit of a streaking measurement,
indicating also the shortest pulse duration that can be measured,
can be deduced by quantum mechanical time-energy uncertainty
relation considerations, assuming streaking detection parallel to the
laser polarization axis and electron release time near the maximum
electric field strength where the vector potential is approximately linear over time. In order to resolve streaks by two distinct Δt-distanced
events, the induced energy shift by the streaking field should be
greater than the initial energy spread of each event,73,131,149 which
̵ E0 pi )1/2 . It is
results in a fundamental quantum limitation, Δt > (h/
instructive to express Δt in relation to the maximum streaked energy
shift imparted on an electron with initial
√ momentum pi at release
E p
̵ IR /ΔKmax . For a streaktime T 0 , ΔK max = ω0IRi , Δt ∼ (T0 /2π) hω
ing carrier wavelength of 800 nm, a release time of ∼2 fs, and typical
maximum streaking shifts of 20 eV, the time dynamics of ∼100 as
can be potentially resolved.
Achieving better time resolution would require use of higher
streaking intensities and increased ΔK max , thus greater initial electron energy. An intense streaking field capable of imparting significant momentum shifts to the electron released by the IAP is required
for the streaking measurement, but a more intense streaking field
could ignite ATI effects to the point that may become significant
generating a large amount of background electrons overlapping the
useful signal. Suppression of ATI could be achieved by changing
the angle (i.e., experimental geometry) of streaking detection or in
the parallel detection geometry a slight ellipticity may be introduced.
On the other hand, photoionization cross sections decrease with
photon energy which may pose a stringent constrain to future applications of streaking-based techniques to higher photon energies and
shorter pulses. To this end, observation of streaked electrons at different direction angles with respect to the laser polarization offers
various advantages, for example for the perpendicular streaking
detection (θ = 90○ ), the third term of Eq. (5) is zeroed and so is the
dependence of streaking shift with initial electron energy. A dependence that may become a weakness in the parallel streaking detection
arrangement [θ = 0○ in Eq. (5)] when electron mean release energy
becomes comparable to its wave packet bandwidth. In contrast, parallel geometry offers the largest streaking effect, owing to the exact
same third term of Eq. (5) which vanishes for θ = 90○ , along with
a more direct one-to-one resemblance of the streaking spectrogram
to the laser pulse shape, especially when near Fourier-transform limited pulses are in play. The parallel geometry also offers an improved
streaking collection efficiency since an active detection cone as large
as ±30○ is reached, and it is the geometry that is mostly favored for
attosecond streaking measurement setups.
It is well understood that for the streaking spectrogram, active
stabilization of the carrier envelope phase φCE of the IR field is a prerequisite. The momentum shift of the released electron depends on
that parameter as well. In combination with the necessity of small
delay steps (in the order of few tens of attosecond) between the IAP
and the streaking field so as to be able to resolve subtle changes in
the attosecond time scale streaking experiments, these factors place a
substantial challenge for the long-term stability of the system, in particular, because streaking measurements are performed in an electron counting regime and are intrinsically very slow (e.g., target gas
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pressure, that could lead to higher count rates, is compromised by
the microchannel plate detector).
A common characteristic in HHG setups is the creation of
one or at cases even two, presumably weaker, satellite pulses at
a distance of half-streaking laser-cycle following or preceding the
main attosecond pulse. Such pulses may result in electrons being
accelerated and decelerated at the same time by the streaking field
which will be exhibited in more periodical oscillations in the streaking spectrogram creating spectral interference fringes in the energy
domain between the different contributions. Ideally, the contribution of satellite pulses can be easily noted in the streaking spectrogram and by careful adjustment of the CEP, these may be
eliminated by concentrating power to the main pulse. Else, these
satellite pulses should be accounted for and through a proper fringeresolved analysis can be integrated in the algorithm reconstruction
model.135,150
Streaking spectrograms are formed over many laser shots, when
the electron wave packet may present shot to shot uncertainties
due to fluctuations of experimental parameters. To some extent,
measured electron streaking spectra are an averaged result over an
ensemble of wave packets. In addition, an attosecond pulse is coupled in both space and time. Under the assumption that the driving attosource is being replicated into the target medium through
the produced electron pulse, then the streaking IR pulse dressing
the full replica may be argued that measures the spatially averaged
pulse.
Investigating the robustness of the streak camera technique and
the pulse reconstruction algorithms, it relies on the identification
of the effect that several key parameters (including central photon
energy, bandwidth and group-delay-dispersion, and timing of the
IAP and XUV-NIR delay) pose on the electron wave packet and thus
in the streaking measurement itself.151 Uncertainties in these parameters tent to be imaged as a smearing and distortions in the streaking
spectrogram along the energy axis. At times, they may even result in
a loss of the relative narrowing and broadening effect of the streaked
wave packet when released at consecutive zero-crossings of the vector potential, affecting the recovery of the attosecond chirp. Overall,
the effect of these uncertainties to some extent is reflected in overestimating the bandwidth; hence an underestimation of the pulse
duration. Although each of the experimental parameters cannot be
decoupled from the rest so as to determine its solely effect on the
streaking and retrieval algorithms (for example, a relative time jitter
will most certainly alter the relative phase), uncertainties in central
photon energy, bandwidth, and group-delay dispersion at cases have
been found to lead to an underestimation in the order of ∼10%–15%
of the original pulse, while the XUV-IR delay seems to have an even
minor effect in the correct pulse reconstruction.150
Atomic delays, which depend on the target system, state, and
photon energy, have been found to vary by several attoseconds/eV152
and may have an impact of even 10% on the measurement accuracy of a ∼100 as IAP. Disentangling the atomic response from the
properties of the attosecond pulses is highly desirable, especially for
sub-100 as pulses. An interesting method proposed recently reports
the beneficial properties of using Rydberg wave packets to characterize attosecond UV pulses, while the technique could be readily extended to the study of shorter wavelength x-ray attosecond
pulses.153,154
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D. PROOF
The PROOF method is an extension of the RABBIT to the
isolated attosecond pulses. It relies on the use of a weak dressing
IR field with intensity lower that 1012 W/cm2 and is based on the
assumption that only paths involving a single-IR-photon absorption
contribute to the signal. If the IR dressing perturbating field intensity is increased, this hypothesis becomes invalid and a systematic
error can be presented in the reconstruction of the attosecond pulse.
For this reason, the PROOF method suffers from the limitations
described for the RABBIT approach. In addition, since PROOF relies
on second order perturbation theory and deals with the metrology
of pulse in the few-attosecond time scale, any participation streaking in the photoelectron signal, may introduce substantial errors on
the retrieval of the spectral phase distribution of the IAP. A promising alternative to PROOF as well as to FROG-CRAB methods on
retrieving spectral phases with neural networks has been recently
developed, with potential application to the characterization of x-ray
FEL pulses.155
V. CHALLENGES AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
A. High photon flux attosecond pulses
in the XUV range
Noble gas atoms driven by high power infrared (IR) laser
pulses have been routinely employed over the years for the production of subfemtosecond pulses in the 20–100 eV XUV photon
energy regime, yielding photon fluxes ranging from 107 to 1011 photons/pulse.31–40 The latest technological advance toward an XUV
high photon flux attosecond pulsed source is the newly constructed
≈18 m long (HHG) beam line based on loose focusing geometry
(driving laser focused using 9 m focal length) and a double gas jet
target arrangement of the Attosecond Science and Technology Laboratory of the Foundation of Research and Technology (FORTH).39
By operating the beam line at optimal driving intensities and xenon
gas pressure/two-jet-distance, enabling optimal phase matching, an
XUV energy per pulse of 230 μJ has been demonstrated in the spectral region 20–30 eV. The corresponding photon flux of 0.6 × 1014
photons/pulse is competitive with FEL photon fluxes in this spectral region. Although not measured yet, it is expected from previous
measurements that the harmonics form an APT. An estimated envelope width of 10 fs duration and a measured XUV focal spot size
of 2 μm89,90 result in an achieved focused intensity of ∼7 × 1015
W/cm2 , a value that by using high reflectivity XUV optics can be
increased to 1017 W/cm2 . These high XUV intensities are evidenced
by witnessing multiply charged argon atoms (observed charge states
up to Ar4+ ) produced by multi-XUV-photon ionization processes.
Combining polarization gating approaches100,101 with CEP tagging
schemes156 it is estimated that such a beam line can deliver the
isolated attosecond pulses with power in the experimental target
area in the range of ∼few GW/pulse. Such unprecedented high
power, for the current table-top HHG arrangements, will open up
unique and exciting pathways toward XUV-pump-XUV-probe electronic studies in atoms, molecules, and solids while it will pave
the way for exploiting new nonlinear schemes for attosecond pulse
characterization.
The measurement of the temporal duration of an XUV
pulse under investigation may be down limited by the ionization
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potential of the target atom (A) which inherently sets an upper
limit to the harmonic order q that would be permitted to be
included in the superposition. This limitation can be surpassed by
exploiting alternative two-XUV-photon ionization schemes, such
as the nonresonant direct double ionization (DDI), sequential
double ionization (SDI), and above threshold ionization (ATI)
(Fig. 18),34,39,40,47,58,157–159 where the corresponding products of ionization, ions or electrons are collected by means of ion-TOF mass or
time-resolved photoelectron, spectroscopy.
The ATI scheme offers the advantage of continuously extending the 2nd order AC technique to shorter wavelengths, thus higher
photon energies. Given that the ATI photons reach a structureless continuum (i.e., there are no autoionizing bound atomic states
present), then this advantage becomes the only constraint of the
method, as the cross section decreases rapidly with photon energy
̵ −6 160 ].
[∝(hω)
The two-photon-ATI scheme produces singly charged ions and
ATI
̵ m − IP1 , where m = qmin
electrons with discrete energies PEm
= hω
+ qmax + n with n = 1 − N, . . ., N − 1; qmin and qmax are the minimum and maximum harmonic orders spanning the XUV comb, N
is the number of harmonics in the superposition and IP1 is the first
atomic ionization threshold. Photoelectron spectroscopy is required
to energy-resolve the different groups of electron energies.

FIG. 18. Ionization scheme showing the ATI, DDI, and SDI processes of an atom
A. ATI leads to the generation of a singly charged ion and photoelectrons (PEs)
with energies depending on the energies of the photons involved in the ionization process. DDI and SDI generate doubly charged ions and PEs with energies
depending on the energies of the photons involved in the ionization process. These
processes allow the extension of the AC method to higher photon energies.
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The DDI and SDI schemes also allow an extension of the
second-order AC method to shorter wavelengths, but with the addi̵ q
tional constraint that photon energies lie in the region IP1 < hω
< IP2 − IP1 , with IP2 being the second atomic ionization potential.
Here, both ion mass spectrometry collecting doubly charged ions
and PE spectroscopy can be employed. In this photon energy region,
there are several ionization pathways that can contribute to the products of ionization, such as single-photon, two-photon DDI (TPDDI),
and three-photon SDI (ThPSDI), each with its own ionization rate.
The single-photon ionization process is not taken into consideration because it does not contain any temporal pulse characteristic
information. The TPDDI and ThPSDI mechanisms lead to the formation of doubly charged ions (A2+ ) and electrons with energies
DDI
̵ ch − IP2 and PEThPSDI = hω
̵ ch − (IP2 − IP1 ), respec0 < PEch
< hω
ch
tively. Since there is no direct way of discriminating the coexisting
contribution of both schemes in the recorded signal in the ionization
process, the temporal evolution of the system can be evaluated
at different intensities using rate equations.161,162 Nonetheless,
results of previous studies in He, Ar, and Kr40,57,58,66,157,158,161,162
render possible a rough estimation of the intensity regions
where the second-order AC method can be applied for attosecond pulse train characterization through DDI or SDI excitation schemes. According to previous studies in the He atom,162
for XUV intensities well below the SDI saturation intensity
of the atom (I XUV < 1013 W/cm2 ), the TPDDI and ThPSDI
(2) (q) (p)
rates are expressed as W2DDI = σDDI IXUV IXUV /(h̵2 ωq ωp ) and
(2) (q) (p)
ThPSDI
(1) (q) ̵
W3
= [σ IXUV /hωq ][σTPII IXUV IXUV /(h̵2 ωq ωp )], respectively;
σ TPII denotes the two-photon ionization cross section of the ion. In
that case, DDI becomes the dominant process that could be used
for attosecond pulse characterization. When employed intensities
are far above the SDI saturation intensity of the atom (I XUV > 3
× 1015 W/cm2 ), the ThPSDI rate is expressed as the product of the
ionic saturated ground state population times the ionic two-photon
(q)
(2) (q) (p)
ionization rate, i.e., W3ThPSDI = [Y1 /N][σTPII IXUV IXUV /(h̵2 ωq ωp )],
which effectively is a second-order process. Then, the SDI process
dominates and is favored to be used for attosecond pulse duration
measurements, namely, through its second step, i.e., the two-photon
ionization of the ion, with the atomic population being depleted.
Besides the usefulness of the above schemes on characterizing intense attosecond pulses in different XUV spectral regions, the
relatively low peak to background ratio provided by the 2-IVAC
technique is limiting the temporal resolution of the measurement.
Hence, high dynamic range correlation approaches which are commonly used in the Ti:sa laser fs metrology are missing from the
toolbox of the attosecond pulse metrology. Such approaches are
now feasible to be implemented in the XUV spectral range using
high nonlinear processes induced by XUV pulses with power in the
GWatt range.
B. Attosecond pulses in the water-window regime
Hitherto, most attosecond science studies have been confined
at <125 eV photon energies where predominantly valence electron
related dynamics can be investigated. Scaling attosecond pulses,
and their characterization, to the soft x-ray regime would allow
ionization of core level electrons and give access to a number of
fundamental processes and triggering events, including key elements
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of biological systems. Longer driver wavelengths, i.e., mid-IR, have
proved to be beneficial for HHG overcoming plasma-induced dispersion related constraints and could lead to the production of
attosecond pulses with photon energies up to the kilo-electron-volt
range.163,164 Recently, an elaborate water-window beam line at the
Institute of Photonic Sciences (ICFO)165,166 has provided exciting
new results. They report on a cross correlation streaking measurement, evidencing an ultrabroadband soft x-ray isolated attosecond
pulse, produced by means of HHG in neon gas, using a 2-cycle
(∼12 fs) Ti:sa seeded CEP-stabilized laser source of carrier wavelength at 1.85 μm, 0.4 mJ/pulse at the 1 kHz repetition rate. Even
if a direct application of streaking retrieval algorithms was not possible, simulations based on FROG-CRAB or LSGPA algorithms yield
an upper time limit for its temporal duration of ∼320 as.166 Further
efforts are required, and several are currently under way to overcome
experimental difficulties and circumvent retrieval algorithm related
constraints, so as to produce and fully characterize high brilliance
coherent ultrabroad band water-window attosecond pulses.167
C. Novel attosecond pulse sources at ELI-ALPS
Of particular importance here are the perspectives opened these
days by the development of high average-, high peak-power, CEP
stabilized few cycle laser systems acting as driving laser sources of
attosecond beam-lines similar to the one of FORTH-IESL.39 One
such example is the so called SYLOS laser system recently installed
at the Extreme Light Infrastructure Attosecond Light Source (ELIALPS).168 With such driving sources, 10 GW (or higher) class,
attosecond sources can be operated at 1 kHz repetition rates which
in combination with advance devices, such as Reaction Microscopes,
allow for electron-electron, electron-ion, and ion-ion coincidence
experiments. XUV-pump-XUV-prove coincidence measurements
with attosecond temporal resolution will allow kinematically complete or close to complete experiments in a very broad spectrum of
forefront topics in ultrafast Atomic, Molecular and Optical (AMO)
physics, chemistry, and biology. It is expected that in the next decade
such experimental opportunities will be available at several laboratories worldwide, starting from large Research Infrastructures and
going over to Research Institutions and Universities, beneficial for
research and education.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The harvest of a two decades long trip through the intricacies of attosecond pulse metrology is abundant in groundbreaking
science that has created a rich arsenal of novel methods and technologies. Together with the advancement in laser technology and
laser based coherent XUV beam-lines, attosecond pulse metrology
enjoys a continuous improvement, circumventing all the bottlenecks arising when entering the XUV spectral range. This progress
has enabled increased accuracy, reliability, robustness, and more
complete information on the parameters underlying the deduction
of the temporal shape of attosecond pulses. Temporal resolution
reaches the order of 1 as and allows the metrology of ten attosecond
scale pulses and characteristic times of ultrafast phenomena. Novel
methods, increased stability, and resolution permit the extraction
of detailed parameters necessary for the reconstruction of attosecond pulse profiles. Despite the massive advancement, there is still a
number of limitations in all the developed methods and the lack
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of rigorous comparative studies between the different methods
toward the establishment of norms. Thus, attosecond pulse metrology remains an open research field with notable potential for innovative initiatives, upgrades, and vanguard science. In this article,
the most frequently used attosecond pulse metrology methods and
technologies have been reviewed highlighting their capacity and limitations that signalize future progressions.169 Advancement in laser
technology, in particular toward high average-, high peak-power
driving laser systems, will play pivotal role in attosecond science in
the coming years.
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